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2019 is a big year for Lincoln Law School. It marks the 50th year of educating law students 
in the Sacramento Area. That is 50 years worth of teaching Palsgraff, Mapp v. Ohio and 
Brown v. Board of Education. That is over 2,000 earned Juris Doctor degrees, over 150 
professors, and six Dean of Students. Lincoln was established to meet the need for a high 
quality, moderately priced, evening law school, allowing students the opportunity to study  
for a law degree and the California Bar while holding full-time employment. 

These initial goals are still certainly being met. The quality of education is undoubtedly  
top-notch. Our professors at Lincoln are practicing attorneys and judges, with many being 
alumni themselves. They truly care about the students’ education and experience, which is  
self evident by their approachability and willingness to meet with students before or after 
class, which is pivotal here at Lincoln. 

The majority of students do work during the day and go to school in the evening. While 
there’s no question law school in general is extremely challenging, the students at Lincoln, 
who juggle full time jobs, and their families as well as school, are a special type of student. 
The type of student who isn’t afraid of a challenge, a long day or weeks without a break. 
Who get used to saying “No, I can’t, I have to study” when invited to parties or events. Who 
make short term sacrifices in the name of long term goals. Lincoln students work really hard. 

What makes Lincoln truly unique, however, is how the faculty and staff along with 
the students, make a community. How many law schools are there where the students 
have regular chats with the dean? Or where you’re on a first name basis with all of the 
administrative staff? While we only have one point of reference, we would venture to  
guess not many! 

So, with all of that being said, here’s to us. The students, the staff, the faculty; may we 
continue to inspire and pave the way for 50 more years of Lincoln Law School. Special 
congratulations to the Class of 2019. We know you’ll make Lincoln proud. 

Yours truly, 
Dillon Fleming, 2019 and Tiffany Matthews, 2020
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“I do most of my studying at the 
school library because it’s hard 
for me to study at home (too 
many distractions and I may end 
up taking a nap). The white iced 
mocha from Temple is my go to 
when I’m on the verge of losing 
my mind, which is almost daily.”  
– Reina Miller, 2020

“I wake up in the morning and 
procrastinate as much as possible 
by finding trivial things to do 
around the house. Once I’ve run 
out of excuses to not study, I invite 
Liz over so I don’t suffer alone.  
My toy poodle, Teddy, is usually 
on my lap. Then, the three of us 
get to work.”  
– Larissa Celaya, 2020

“I usually eat something before I 
start studying so that I don’t get 
hungry and take a long break. 
I’m the most productive when I’m 
alone, or in an environment with 
few distractions, I can’t do coffee 
shops. And I always have a legal 
pad and Pilot G2 0.7mm ballpoint 
pen with me.”  
– Andrew Johnson, 2020

“I have to get out of the house to 
avoid distraction, and usually end 
up in a coffee shop. I’ll get all my 
documents, books, and materials 
in order, put on headphones to 
block out the world, listen to  
some instrumental music, and  
get to work.”  
– Charley Cross, 2020

“I am usually at my desk in the 
game room/office, plug in my 
headphones, and isolate myself in 
my law world. I play ambient, cool 
type music when I have to wrap my 
head around something complex, 
and play something with a faster 
groove and a lot of bass when I’m 
just typing sh*t out.”  
– Bryan Rouse, 2020

“I study everywhere but most of 
the time I’m in a quiet area at the 
corner of a room while sipping on 
a Mexican mocha.”  
– Anna Zepeda, 2020

“I generally study at the kitchen 
table, with snacks (popcorn, yogurt 
with granola) close by and music 
or TV in the background.”  
– Alecia Allison-Thomas, 2020

“I like to take a few moments before 
I begin to write down a list of things 
I want to finish in the few hours I am 
studying. Sometimes the list can be 
overwhelming, so I will give myself a 
few moments to take deep breaths, 
and meditate for a moment by clearing 
all my thoughts. Then I give myself a 
mental “pep talk.” I tell myself, “You can 
do this. Have patience with yourself. 
Believe in yourself.” 
 - Melisa Recendez 2021

“Those close to me know that when 
it’s crunch time, it’s time for ‘floor 
study.’ I throw all my materials 
on the floor, spread out my books 
and outlines, grab a few pillows, 
make sure I have all my snacks and 
coffee close by, let my dog cuddle 
up in my lap and get to work. I get 
some of my best studying done  
on the floor!”  
– Jamie Mauhay, 2019

“I normally sit at my dinning room 
table to make flashcards, it has to 
be super quiet.  Once that’s done, 
I often go for walks to memorize 
them. Most of my walks are during 
my breaks at work, which is nice 
because I work on American River 
Drive, and my office is along the 
American River Bike Trail.” 
– Parysa Ghazizadeh, 2020

“Since I work full time and don’t 
have many extra opportunities to 
study during the week, I type up 
my outlines and play them over my 
headphones during my work day. I 
also have all of my notes and study 
material on GoogleDrive so I can 
access them from anywhere, from 
any device, whenever I have a 
spare moment.”  
– Sarah Deem, 2020

“First, I give myself goals and 
deadlines for what I want to 
accomplish that day, week, etc. 
I shut myself in my office, away 
from all distractions and get to 
work. I like to start as early in  
the morning as possible, that  
way I can be done by afternoon. 
I am not a nighttime studier. I like 
to decompress at night so I am 
mentally ready to do it again the 
next morning!”  
– Holli Hunt, 2020

“I play Britney Spears’ “Work B*tch” 
to psych myself for studying. Then I 
make myself a huge cup of tea, put 
on yoga pants and a comfortable 
T-shirt. I get all the materials I will use 
and lay them out on my large dining 
room table, put on my classical study 
playlist on Spotify and dive into it.”  
– Estefania Parra, 2020

“I go to my favorite coffee shop, 
order a latte and then put on  
my headphones.”  
– Queenie Li, 2020

By Tiffany Mathews | Class of 2020
Spring has arrived! The birds are chirping, 
flowers are blooming, time to have some 
fun in the sun. JUST KIDDING! We are in 
law school. Spring means it’s time to shut 
the blinds because we need to stare at 
our laptops for four hours while we type 
out practice exams. When April arrives, 
my weekends are spent either studying or 
thinking about how I should be studying. 
After I finish cleaning, cooking, taking 
my dog Luna to the park, and dusting the 
leaves on my plants, I can’t think of any 
other way to procrastinate so I take out 
my crumpled up outlines. I have a routine 
when I study that has become a ritual. It 
makes studying seem almost therapeutic. 
I clear the table next to my collection of 
house plants and light a candle. I take a 
deep drink of a mocha and let the caffeine 
and chocolate turn the cogs in my brain. 
Now I’m ready to read some rules. 
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 Briefing cases is more about the mental process than it 
is the physical process. We were always told to write 
out our briefs. But I found that this was just a waste of 
my time. The reason for briefing cases is to help you 
understand the case, as well as to get your mind in the 
habit of dissecting a case’s issue, rule, analysis, and 
conclusion. Why? Because that is the same process you 
will need to go through to solve a legal problem (e.g., 
exams) . As long as you go through this mental process 
on each case, you will be benefiting yourself. With that 
said, remember that when it is time to brief a case in 
class, you will need to find some way to remember parts 
of the case. The best way to do that is to type out your 
briefs or get really good at book briefing.

 Second year is twice as hard as first year. I remember 
hearing “once you get through first year, you are home 
free.” THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE, BOLD FACE LIE!!!! 
Second year is literally twice the information and the 
concepts are twice as hard to understand. It almost 
seems as though there should be a year in-between 
first and second years. So when you first-years are at 
home at 11:00 at night trying to decide whether to 
continue to figure out the Merger Rule or go to bed, just 
remember that if you can’t find the dedication to stay up 
until you figure it out, what are you going to do when 
you have to make that same decision in second year. 

 The most important thing that you can do to get through 
law school is memorize, memorize, memorize, and 
practice, practice, practice. I can’t stress it enough. On 
a timed exam, you don’t have time to think about what 
the rule is or how to word it. You have to see the issue 
and know the rule IMMEDIATELY. There are times that I 
don’t understand a concept. However, I will memorize 
the rule anyway and figure the rest out later. 2-3 weeks 
before an exam, I should be able to call you at 3 in the 
morning, wake you up out of a deep sleep, ask you a 
definition, and you should be able to reel it off without 
thinking about it. You may think that is absurd, but that 
is truly how well you need to know your stuff. And you 
MUST write out practice exams. During your first year 
you MIGHT be able to pass your classes merely by 
spotting the issue and writing down the correct rule.  
But your good grades are going to come in your 
analysis. And your analysis will only improve by  
writing out practice exams.

 Shooting for Cs is a dangerous way to live. You will 
hear a lot of people say that they are “just trying to 
pass.” However, the problem with this attitude is that 
you, as a student, don’t know what it takes to “just 
pass.” You don’t know what the teacher is going to 
test on or how the points will be allocated. So you 
may decide that since you are “just trying to pass,” 
you won’t worry about the Merger Rule or the Rule 
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Against Perpetuities and you’ll just nail the other issues. 
The problem is what if the teacher tests on those issues 
and they are the main issues. Or what if the issue you 
decide not to study affects your analysis for the rest of 
the issues? Well, then you are in trouble. Also, things 
never go as you planned on an exam. So what if you 
shoot for a C and mess up. Then you get a C-, and that 
is a failing grade in law school. But if you shoot for an 
A and mess up, you might end up with a B. Or if you 
really mess up, you might get a C or C+. But it is highly 
unlikely that if you shoot for an A, you will end up with 
a C-. Also, what if your plan works for three of the four 
classes. You get a C in three classes. But you get a C- in 
the other class. Well then you will find yourself asking 
the committee to let you come back to school. YOU DO 
NOT WANT TO BE IN THAT POSITION. And last but  
not least, shooting for Cs is just a stressful way to  
get through school.

 Take advantage of midterms. Midterms are your friend 
if you let them be. Can you imagine being in a situation 
where you get just one exam at the end of the year for 
each class and your hopes of becoming a lawyer are 
contingent on you passing that one exam which covers 
a years worth of information. Midterms allow you to 
contribute to your final grade with only half of the 
information. So you should really try to shine on your 
midterms. And I’m not talking just Cs, because if you  
get a C on your midterm, you didn’t help yourself.  
You are in the same situation I discussed. If you pass 
your final, you will pass the class. If you fail the final, 
you will fail the class. But if you get an A or a B on the 
midterm, you may be able to fail the final and still pass 
the class. And although you never want to think about 
failing an exam, you never know what could happen. 
A family emergency may arise that limits your ability to 
study as much as you’d like. Wouldn’t it be nice to have 
a little cushion going into finals?

 You need to start studying for tests 4-6 weeks in 
advance. Most everyone at Lincoln lives very busy lives; 
families, jobs, school, etc. It is easy to just get into a 
routine. Because of this you really aren’t paying attention 
to how much information you’ve been given. You won’t 
notice this until you start studying for exams. You have 
to start studying early. If you start late, you will just get 
stressed out, and won’t have enough time to learn what 
you need to learn. Of course, the teachers don’t stop 
teaching just because you are studying for tests. You will 
still be receiving new information every class. So when 
are you going to have time to memorize, write practice 
exams, read and brief your cases, and attend class? 
That will depend on your particular lifestyle. All I can 
say is that you better find the time.

 Get your work done every week. You can’t wait until 
exams to start creating outlines, flash cards, listening to 
tapes, etc. Every week you should update your outlines 
and flash cards with the prior week’s information. Some 
of you may be thinking, “but that is the weekend.”  
WELL, WELCOME TO LAW SCHOOL!

 Always keep the bar exam in mind. When you are 
thinking of bypassing a certain concept in a particular 
subject, just remember that may be the very same concept 
that causes you to take the bar exam more than once. 
You are going to have to learn it at some point anyway, 
you might as well learn it while you are in class. The bar 
review course is not the time to learn a concept for  
the first time. 

 Have confidence in yourself. When I go into an exam, 
I honestly feel that there is absolutely no way that I 
won’t get an A. I feel this way because of the way I’ve 
prepared. Of course, this almost never turns out to be the 
case because professors do not give A’s easily. But the 
point is that a little confidence goes a long way. It’s you 
against the professor. They may not be competing with 
me, but I’m definitely competing with them. And I intend 
to win every single time! Most importantly, any teacher 
will tell you that they can tell a confident person from a 
non-confident person just by the way they write.

 Have an outlet. Block out a time period every week 
where you don’t even think about law school. With all the 
information that is going to be given to you, your mind 
needs to recuperate. Have family night, go dancing every 
once in a while, go to the gym, participate in a sport, 
etc. Whatever your hobby is, or whatever you like to do, 
don’t stop doing it just because you are in law school. 
Law school is a marathon, not a sprint. You will need 
something to get your through four years of this stuff.

 

Now, with all that said, keep in mind that these are just 
things I wished somebody would have told ME. You could 
talk to other students and they may give you some different 
answers. But I can almost guarantee that most, if not all, of 
these things will be on their list as well. So good luck, and 
remember, there is no substitute for hard work.
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l a w  s C h o o l  a n d t h e  l i t t l e  r e d  h e n
By Steven Hume | Class of 2020

another. The lazy dog, the sleepy cat and the noisy 
yellow duck will never understand the feelings the 
little red hen felt when she pulled that fresh, hot, 
homemade bread out of the oven, sliced it, put 
butter on it and tasted the fruit of her labor. That 
feeling can never be shared with nor understood by 
another person who has not worked for something. 
Nor can you transfer to someone the results of 
countless hours of piano practice. You have either 
practiced, which your playing will reveal or you 
have not, and no amount of telling someone how to 
play can ever substitute for actual practice.

Many walk by the little red hen’s window and see 
her eating her homemade bread and think how 
lucky she is to have bread to eat – and perhaps 
how selfish she is to not share her bread with the 
lazy dog, the sleepy cat or the noisy yellow duck. 
They have no idea how much work and effort 
the little red hen put into that loaf of bread (like 
so many of my classmates who spend countless 
hours studying.) They only see the bread – the 
result. Additionally, there are some things that 
cannot be shared. For example, you cannot share 
the knowledge and skill you have obtained by 
disciplining yourself to evaluate, brief cases, and 
come to logically reasoned conclusions about legal 
matters. Your years of study and mental exertion 
cannot be shared with another – you cannot 
give someone any portion of that talent you have 
developed – you can exercise it on their behalf, 
but you can never give it to them. The same is true 
of the nobility of character a person develops by 
getting up every morning and going to work, giving 
an honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay, and 
are fair and honest in their dealings with others. 

Dignity and honor come from work – I see it in 
virtually every one of my classmates. Even the 
ones who seem to excel naturally or who may 

seem to have advantages that others don’t are 
still worried about succeeding and are working 
hard to achieve their goals. We all realize there 
is no back door to success in law school. There 
is no smoke-filled back room – no Star Chamber 
where our futures are determined by dark, cigar 
smoking, poker playing, whiskey drinking power 
brokers. No – we rise or fall, succeed or fail by 
our personal effort. 

Recently, a classmate received a favorable grade 
in one test. He told his friend sitting next to him 
that he was going to text his family and share the 
good news. The friend wisely said, “they won’t 
have any idea what that means.” I thought about 
that conversation for a minute and nodded my 
head in agreement. I saw how the family could 
never understand how much work is involved in 
passing classes. Likewise, I have a friend who 
passed an electrician’s apprenticeship program 
forty years ago. When I first started school, I 
would try to explain how much reading, writing 
and memorizing was required to pass the classes. 
He would tell me he knew what I was going 
through – which frustrated me because I felt a 
two-year apprenticeship program is nothing like 
earning a Juris Doctor Degree, so I stopped talking 
to him about it. Parenthetically, I have been wise 
enough, even though I sat next to my wife each 
time she gave birth to our four children, to never 
tell her I knew what she was going through. I 
might have been able to bring her up on assault 
and battery charges, but the judge would have 
ruled in her favor. I appreciate the words or Henry 
Wordsworth Longfellow, “The heights by great men 
reached and kept were not attained by sudden 
flight, but they, while their companions slept, were 
toiling upward in the night.” We work and struggle 
on hoping to achieve great heights – most of the 
time that means passing the next test. But slowly, 
almost imperceptibly, we grow and develop and 
are becoming something different than we were 
when we started this monumental endeavor.

Just one last thing – something we have gleaned 
as we have slowly become acquainted with the 
legal profession is how many of our professors 
are highly regarded in the legal community. They 
are respected in the estimation of their peers 
because they work hard, and they honestly aspire 
to live with integrity. They are teaching us much 
more than legal principles by their examples; 
something we should consider very seriously. 

As we face the balance of our law school career, 
whatever that may entail, it is important to learn 
the lesson of “The Little Red Hen.” She worked 
hard receiving no help from others and yet 
pressed on regardless of the challenges, difficulty, 
and obstacles she had to overcome to realize the 
fruits of her labors. We are fortunate to be in a 
remarkably supportive environment at Lincoln Law 
School. Professors will arrive early or stay late to 
help us. We are provided legal writing classes 
on Saturdays, Friday night review classes, and 
access to tutors and a student body that fosters 
success and learning. No one may ever know 
how much work and effort you must personally 
expend, or what personal sacrifices you are 
called upon to make to realize your goal. But 
all of that unseen effort will be openly rewarded 
when you achieve what you so daringly believed 
you could accomplish the first time you walked in 
the front door of Lincoln Law School. 

When I was a child, my mother and grandmother 
would read to me Aesop’s fables and others.  
A favorite of theirs was “The Little Red Hen,” 
which was illustrated by Florence White Williams. 
I can still remember the pictures of the little red 
hen busily gathering wheat seeds, planting them, 
cutting the wheat, taking it to the mill, grinding 
the wheat into flour, and then taking it home and 
baking bread. At each point along the way, the 
little red hen would ask her friends; the lazy dog, 
the sleepy cat, and the noisy yellow duck who 
would help her. Each time they declined: “Not I,” 
barked the lazy dog. “Not I,” purred the lazy cat. 
“Not I,” quacked the noisy yellow duck. Finally, 
when the bread was all baked, and the scent 
of the bread floated out through the farm, the 
little red hen asked her friends who would help 
her eat her bread. They all came to life gleefully 
exclaiming “I will,” and they all scrambled to line 
up at her window to get a piece of that fresh, hot, 
homemade baked bread, at which point the little 
red hen told them “No, I will.” She would eat 
her homemade bread that she had done all the 
work to think up and produce – she would enjoy 
the fruits of her labors. Of course, being a small 
boy I got the idea that I was supposed to help my 
mother and grandmother, but the idea was also 
planted in my mind that if I worked for something 
I too could enjoy the fruits of my labors.

There is dignity in work. There is a feeling of 
accomplishment that comes to one who sets 
her sights high, aims for a worthy, lofty goal 
then sacrifices to achieve it. That feeling of 
accomplishment and the growth of the person’s 
character by that tremendous effort cannot be 
shared with another. You can try to explain it,  
but that is like trying to explain what salt tastes 
like. You cannot give a part of that feeling to 
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After graduating with her degree in Political 
Science from Davis, she entered Davis’ King Hall 
School of Law. While she recalls Immigration 
Law being her favorite subject, she admits 
her favorite class was Real Property because 
of her instructor, Professor French. Yeroshek 
describes Prof. French as “passionate with 
high standards” and while the class was very 
difficult, the way the instructor engaged passion 
into the course made it worthwhile. Following 
law school, Professor Yeroshek worked as 
a legal malpractice attorney for over seven 
years, gaining a broad perspective of various 
types of law. Following this stint, she worked in 
legislative intent research for several years while 
her sons were young. She makes a point to 
remind students that “you don’t have to go into 
litigation or private practice with your JD!” 

Her career eventually led her to the Mental 
Health Services Oversight and Accountability 
Commission, where she has been for over ten 
years. Somewhere in the middle of advancing 
her professional career and raising a family, she 
found herself at Lincoln Law School where she’s 
been teaching Professional Responsibility since 
1997. When asked how she would describe 
her teaching style, she states “passionate with 
high expectations”, which not so coincidentally 

You’ve probably seen Professor Yeroshek around 
campus; she’s the one with a big smile who 
always greets you with a heartfelt “Hello!” 1Ls 
know her as their Professional Responsibility 
teacher and the 4Ls know her as their Professor 
of the Year. 

Professor Yeroshek’s interest in law started all the 
way back to her childhood. Her and her family 
immigrated to the United States from Portugal 
when she was just eight years old, settling into 
San Jose, CA. When she was about ten years 
old, her father, who was working at a restaurant 
as a janitor, injured himself on the job. As her 
father spoke little English, Professor Yeroshek 
acted as his translator through the workers’ 
compensation system. Even at the young age of 
ten, she felt there was grave injustice about the 
system and felt the call to action.

As a student at San Jose High School, she 
created a Social Justice Center where members 
of the local community could have easy access 
to physicians and attorney services. Following 
high school, Professor Yeroshek started college 
at UC Santa Barbara. She spent three years 
there, until her final year where she transferred 
to UC Davis following her marriage to her 
husband David. “The things you do for love!” 
she tells me.

are the same attributes she loved so much in 
her favorite law school professor. Her favorite 
part of teaching is when she can see the 
“light bulb” go on in students‘ heads when 
they finally understand a concept. When 
Professor Yersoshek isn’t busy lawyering or 
teaching, she loves reading and hiking; with 
Yosemite being one of her favorites. She 
highly recommends the book “The Warmth of 
Other Suns” for its perspective into a family’s 
plight out of the southern United States into the 
midwest, northeast and west coast. While it’s 
evident Professor Yersohek has accomplished 
many things in her life, her most proud 
accomplishment is the strong family unit she 
and her husband of 38 years have made, 
which include her two grown sons. 

Some final words of advice from Professor 
Yeroshek to the 2019 graduating class: 
“have confidence in yourself because there 
will be times where you are discouraged and 
you’ll want to give up, but don’t do it!” And 
of course, “be nice to opposing counsel”. 
Professor Yeroshek was chosen as 2019’s 
Professor of the Year for her dedication to 
helping the students excel in their learning, as 
well as her passion for the subject. 

Congratulation to Professor Yersohek for her 
well deserved recognition in receiving the 
Professor of the Year Award.
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HER FAVORITE PART OF TEACHING IS 
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By Dillon Fleming | Class of 2019 
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The school’s Board of Directors have voted 
to name the school’s library the “Robert and 
Joan Zarick Library”, after the late Professor 
Robert Zarick and Joan, his wife. Professor 
Zarick was one of Lincoln’s founding members 
as well as one of the original instructors when 
the school was opened in 1969. He taught 
Contracts for over 10 years. Prior to joining 
the Lincoln community, Professor Zarick led 
an accomplished life. He served stateside 
during World War II, where he became a 
second lieutenant. After leaving the military, 
he returned to school, graduating from UC 
Berkeley, then Harvard Law School. Following 
his graduation from Harvard Law School, 
Professor Zarick returned to Sacramento to begin 
practicing law in 1951. He was appointed 
to the Sacramento municipal court by Gov. 
Pat Brown in 1964 and then to the superior 
court bench in 1980 by Gov. Jerry Brown. 

Andy Smolich, another one of Lincoln’s founding 
members, said Zarick was widely respected in 
the legal community. “He was always prepared 
for whatever case was before him,” Smolich 
said. “He was one of the most knowledgeable 
judges and one of the most courteous guys 
you’d ever find.” 

Smolich also recalls during Zarick’s time at 
Lincoln, Professor Zarick would don his red  
robe from Harvard Law and lead the graduating 
class procession. It was something students and 
faculty alike, looked forward to. In speaking to 
Joan Zarick, she recalls how much Lincoln  
meant to Professor Zarick. “He always felt like 
the students had something to teach him.”   
She recalls many times even after Professor 
Zarick had stopped teaching, that former 
students would seek him out to share their 
newfound achievements and thank him for  
his influence on their law careers. Joan said  
he was always so proud of his students and  
was happy for their accomplishments. 

Joan also describes Professor Zarick’s sense of 
humor. She shared a story from when Zarick 
was a superior court judge; Joan had met him 
for lunch one day downtown near what is 
now Cesar Chavez Park. After lunch as they 
were almost back to their car, they noticed 
their meter was set to expire and there was a 
meter maid nearby waiting for his shot to write 
the ticket. Joan recalls telling him, “Hurry we 
have to cross the street or we are going to get 
a ticket!” Professor Zarick replied, “It’s okay, 
I want to get a ticket.” Joan couldn’t imagine 
why her husband would want to get the ticket, 
but sure enough, the meter expired and the 
ticket was issued. Immediately after that, the 
two went straight into the courthouse and up 
to the counter so that they could pay the ticket. 
After Professor Zarick paid the ticket, he said to 
his wife, “See, now when people try to say that 
I get out of paying my tickets, I can show this 
to them!” Zarick kept that ticket in his office his 
entire court career.

In additional to his playful nature, Joan recalls 
his kindness. He believed that when you have 
a blessed life, that sharing your blessings with 
others is the best way to pay it forward. This 
type of generosity is evident in the scholarship 
the two established and funded for Lincoln Law 
students. This scholarship has been helping 
Lincoln Law students for decades. 

Thanks to Professor Zarick and Mrs. Zarick’s 
generous contributions to Lincoln students and 
the Lincoln community.
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Extra-Curricular:

As if you don’t have enough on your plate, 
participate in as many activities as you can 
during your last year as a student. This includes 
the Barristers Ball, WJS Spring Luncheon,  
Alumni v. Students Basketball Game, DTP  
Poker Tournament, etc. 

Graduation Preparations:

1. Petition to graduate – You will need to submit 
a petition to graduate, LLS administration will 
send you an email with the attached petition. 
This is a simple form notifying the school 
of your height and weight (for graduation 
robes); you will also be asked to provide 
who you’d like to give your award to at the 
graduation dinner. 

2. Fourth year voting:

• Bartolani Scholarship – This scholarship is in 
honor of Victor A. Bertolani (LLS Dean 1969 – 
1985), this award is presented by the Student 
Bar Association to the fourth-year (4L) student 
most representative of Lincoln Law School 
through school and community service. This 
award will be presented at the Graduation 
Dinner. The award for this year was $2,000. 
So if you haven’t already started getting 
yourself out there, join as a board member in 
a club on campus, be a Friday reviewer or 
volunteer to help your fellow classmates!

• Professor of the year – The professor of the 
year is in recognition and appreciation of 
teaching excellence, career inspiration, 
and personal dedication to the continuing 
achievements of the school and its students. 
The Class of 2019 chose Professor Yeroshek 
for her constructive feedback and dedication 
to our student practice exams. She provided 
numerous opportunities for us to practice  
issue spotting and giving us an overall 
interactive lecture.

• Graduation student speaker – You will vote 
for a student in your class (except the class 
valedictorian or salutatorian) to speak during 
graduation dinner. 

Here’s what your class schedule will look like:  
 
Fall – Advanced Professional 
Responsibility, Wills, Trial Advocacy

Tips: Trial Advocacy is a lot of work! Meet 
with your co-counsel outside of class, practice 
your objections, practice your direct and cross-
examinations and practice your opening and 
closing statements! Or prepare to face the  
wrath of Professor Columbo.  

Spring – Applied Legal Reasoning and 
Semantics, Remedies, Trusts, Legal 
Analysis 

Tips:

• Applied Legal Reasoning and Semantics – In this 
class you will practice MBEs and write essays. 
The areas of law you will go over are contracts, 
torts, criminal law, criminal procedure, real 
property and civil procedure. Be prepared to 
pick up where you left off after first year and 
write exams for each subject. 

• Legal Analysis – In this class you will find 
strategies to write several (up to 8) practice 
performance tests in class. You will have 90 
minutes, just like the bar. 

• Organize all your notes and outlines (starting 
from first year). Keep a Google drive to make 
organization easy.

Whether you’re a Pre -1L, 1L, 2L or 3L, you 
can never be too prepared for what the last 
law school year holds. Little did we (Class of 
2019) know what our fourth year would look 
like. With this in mind, this article was written 
to help give guidance and some tips to the 
unknown, exhausting, but exciting fourth year 
at LLS from your very own Class of 2019. 

Lincoln Law School J.D.  
Graduation Requirements:

A total of 86 units are required in order to 
graduate (76 units of the required courses and 
10 units of elective courses), and students must 
maintain a cumulative GPA above 2.0. 

Tip: Try to take as many elective units as 
possible before you get to 4L otherwise you’ll 
find yourself cramming all of your one unit 
classes in your last year. If you are short an 
elective unit, you may outsource to an approved 
law school and take a transferable online 
course. (Always consult with the administrators.) 

California Bar Requirements:

1. Pass the MPRE ($125).  
Register at www.ncbex.org 

Tip: Sign up early, the local testing facilities 
can fill up quickly. TAKE THIS AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE (sorry to say this, but you may  
not pass the first time). If you’re taking this  
in your fourth year, keep in mind that 
November can be a busy month with your 
Trial Advocacy Mock Trial, Advanced PR  
Final and Remedies Final. 

 Themis offers a free MPRE course that you 
can access through your online account by 
clicking “Add Programs” and “Enroll”. 

2. Complete Moral Character ($551).  
Register at http://www.calbarxap.com 

 Tip: Complete this soon as it is available by 
March because it can take several months for 
a determination. You will need to submit your 
application online AND print a hardcopy to 
mail in. You will need to list all your previous 
employers since the age of 18. If you can’t 
remember, you can request the information 
from the Social Security office for $115 using 
an SSA-7050-F4 form.

3. California Bar Examination Registration 
($677) with an additional laptop fee ($153).

 Tip: Plan your finances accordingly, as all  
of the above CA Bar requirements can be 
pretty costly. 

As a final note, a good friend (she’s an attorney) 
once told me that there are three reasons a 
person becomes an attorney: 1) money and 
power; 2) save the world; or 3) to prove 
something to someone. Whatever your reason, 
remember to push forward because there’s light 
at the end of the tunnel. Good luck!

What to ExpEct 
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By Renee Fong with help from 
Fellow 4Ls | Class of 2019 
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But to really understand what Mr. Gold’s 
retirement means I had to ask those who 
worked with him. 

Five-term elected District Attorney of 
Sacramento and Lincoln alum Jan Scully had 
this to say about Mr. Gold’s retirement; “Rob 
Gold has been a tenacious prosecutor with 
impeccable integrity and an outstanding work 
ethic. He is an unrelenting advocate for crime 
victims and our community and the consummate 
team player representing the DA in seeking 
justice for all residents. I’m so proud to have 
worked with Rob over many years.

“For over 30 years, Rob’s work in the District 
Attorney’s Office matched his name. He was 
and is the true gold standard of professional 
prosecution. Handling the office’s most difficult 
and emotionally charged cases for decades, 
Rob’s pursuit of justice was unflagging. His 
peers believe that no one has ever discharged 
the duties of a Deputy DA with more integrity, 
more dignity or more honor. A true gentleman 
with a rapier wit, Rob’s service to the citizens 
of Sacramento County has been peerless. 
Without exception, those who worked with 
Rob were much richer for the experience, both 
professionally and personally. If Rob were 
compared to a ballplayer, he’d be Mike Trout-- 
simply the best, both on and off the field.”  
– Superior Court Judge Michael Savage 

Congratulations Professor Gold—a remarkable 
journey comes to an end.   

retiring  

From  

distriCt  

attorneY’s  

oFFiCe, 

But the  

‘mongoose’  

remains at  

linColn  

law sChool.

After 33 years of service, over a hundred jury 
trials, and the supervision of dozens of young 
lawyers in the Sacramento County District 
Attorney’s Office, Professor Robert Gold has 
announced his retirement, effective April 30, 2019. 
I had the chance to sit down with Professor Gold in 
his office and ask him how he found success as a 
deputy district attorney in Sacramento County, and 
what the career meant to him. 

It’s a career that started right here at Lincoln Law 
School some 38 years ago. In 1981, Mr. Gold 
had just graduated from UC Davis with a degree 
in Mass Communications. His first career choice 
was as a sportswriter. He was living in Sacramento 
and writing sports columns for the Sacramento 
Union. It was a newspaper that was once the 
oldest publication west of the Mississippi River but 
eventually closed in 1994. Mr. Gold readily admits 
that perhaps he was also playing a lot of frisbee 
golf during this time and was looking for a stable 
long term career. For him, it seems it was always 
about telling the truth and telling a story at  
the same time.

When asked how he first heard of Lincoln Law 
School he concedes that it was his then girlfriend, 
now wife of 30 years, who suggested it. Joyce 
Gold, a retired teacher, one day asked Mr. Gold 
if he had ever considered law school. She pointed 
out that there was a law school right around  
the corner from the Safeway where they  
bought groceries.

Although he enjoyed writing for the Sacramento 
Union, he was told with clarity that journalism was  
a dying business. The Union’s circulation was 
waning and even then, the writing was on the  
wall that the paper was in distress. Coupled with 
Joyce’s subtle suggestion, that was enough for him 
to consider becoming a lawyer. Mr. Gold also 
thought of his father (now deceased) who had said 
that he would have wanted to become a lawyer.  
He thought that he would honor his father by  
going to law school and becoming a lawyer. 

In December of 1986, Mr. Gold began his career 
at the Sacramento District Attorney’s office as a 
brand new deputy district attorney. In short, the 
job mirrored his values and how he lived. In his 
33 years there he prosecuted most every type of 
crime committed in our county. He rose through 
the ranks based on his skills as a trial attorney 
as well as his integrity. He was given the most 
complicated, consuming cases and handled 
them all with an incredible attention to detail. It 
does not hurt that he is a natural storyteller and 
compelling advocate. 

Just two years after becoming a deputy district 
attorney, he became a father. Mr. Gold said it 
was not easy balancing the raising of children 
and being a trial attorney. He survived he said, 
because he had a great partner in his life, his 
wife Joyce, who brought them balance in their 
home. Life as a prosecutor at times felt sacrificial, 
but he always put his family first because he 
knew that his first and most important calling  
was that of husband and father. 

Mr. Gold is widely recognized among his peers 
as one of the most effective prosecutors to 
walk through Sacramento DAs office in the last 
30-40 years. It is said that he was a powerful 
and unrelenting presence in the courtroom. 
He delivered huge verdicts in cases of terrible 
crimes, and managed to build a great reputation 
for himself and for Lincoln Law School.  He is 
most proud of the work he did seeking justice 
for victims during the years he spent in the Adult 
Sexual Assault Unit.  

When asked what made him an effective 
prosecutor, Mr. Gold shared that commonsense, 
life experience, and his love for justice have all 
helped him succeed. Looking back on the totality 
of circumstances surrounding his career, Mr. Gold 
said that being a DDA is difficult yet extremely 
rewarding, and the best part was representing 
the People of the State of California, “the best 
clients in the world.” 

By Andrew Johnson | Class of 2020 
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Kristina Aganon
“It’s supposed to be hard. If it wasn’t hard everyone would do it. The hard is what makes it great”  
– Jimmy Dugan, A League of Their Own.

Congratulations Class of 2019! We survived!  As any person who has been through law school 
knows, it is not easy, but the struggle is certainly worth it in the end. I am so honored to have been 
through this crazy experience with all of you, and I am proud of how our class has been nothing but 
supportive of each other these past four years. I know this class will do great things in the future!

I also would not be here without my amazing family and friends who have been with me throughout 
this journey. Thank you all so much for your endless encouragement and support. Thank you for being 
here for me throughout this time no matter how stressful things became. Without any of you, I would 
not have made it through. Even though I have not been around much the last four years, thank you for 
always believing in me and giving me the motivation to succeed and the strength to push through.  
I love you all so much and I am truly blessed to have you all in my life.  I look forward to seeing  
what the future holds as I move on to the next exciting chapter of life!

Pamela Baggot

William Anderson
To my mother, thank you for your unconditional love and support the last four years. I may not have 
been the easiest person to put up with, but I would not be where I am today without your sacrifices 
or encouragement. Thank you to all of my brothers and sisters for their love and for pushing me 
to be better. A special thank you to my brother, James, for inspiring me to go to Law school and 
ensuring I stayed focused on the bigger picture. 

Thank you to all of my friends who’ve supported me and have been there when I needed a break. 

I am thankful for the person you all have helped me to become during the last four years! 

Richard Brush
Law School has been one amazing ride, and while the diploma will bear my name, I was 
hardly alone during this journey. I would like to thank my family for supporting me throughout 
this whole time period. I would also like to thank the faculty and the administrative staff for 
providing the support that was necessary to succeed. Finally, I would like to thank my fellow 
classmates for creating the supportive environment and comradery that allowed all of us to 
succeed. I’m glad that I went through the last four years with all of you, and I wouldn’t trade  
it for anything. 2 0

 1       9 Mihaela Cintean
I have always likened my law school experience to running a race. The sweat and tears that 
go into preparing for class after class, the adrenaline that runs through your body as you sit 
with your exam in hand and hear the words “you may begin” and of course, the spectators that 
cheer you on when you think you cannot go on. What a rigorous but rewarding race it has been!

To my husband, who cheered me on from day one, THANK YOU! I would not have reached the 
end of this race were it not for your love and tremendous support. To my children, who patiently 
put up with my stress, THANK YOU! To my professors, who prepared me for what lies ahead, 
THANK YOU!

We have reached the end of our law school race. The finish line we now cross is also the 
starting line of a new adventure. What a wonderful journey it will continue to be. 

…let us run with endurance the race that is set before us. 
Hebrews 12:1

Layla Cordero
Layla is a majestically awkward cynically optimistic INTJ. Layla makes a reality out 
of all that she imagines. Layla works 30 hours per week, commutes 22 hours per 
week, is raising a child and has a husband who works 60 hours per week. Asking 
for and receiving help is difficult and rarely happens. Resources are limited in the help 
department. For fun, Layla takes care of and shows her herd of nine alpacas, three 
sheep and countless chickens. In her spare time, she works the farm. 

Layla imagined graduating law school. She made it happen. She drove 108 miles 
round trip to school three nights a week to make it happen. She drove 1,232 hours to 
school and back to make it happen. She drove 25,839 miles to school and back to 
make it happen. She got home a 10:30 at night over and over and over to make it 
happen. Layla imagines passing the bar exam. She’ll make it happen. Because Layla 
doesn’t follow her dreams; she chases them. 
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Kristine Dobson
2017 Student Negotiation Team Opposition Counsel; 2017-18 Student Bar Association Vice 
President; Participant in 19th Annual California State Bar Student Environmental Negotiations 
Competition (4th place); 2018 -19 Friday Night Review Coordinator: Business Associations, 2018 -19 
Friday Night Review Coordinator: Community Property; Participant in 20th Annual California State Bar 
Student Environmental Negotiations Competition; Delta Theta Phi Member 2016-2019

Over 4 years, it’s the small moments I remember the most. The first time I saw my dad beam with pride 
telling someone I was in law school. He’s always been proud, but I’d never seen that look before. That 
time my mom snuck in my house with a tree/ornaments and decorated for Christmas so I wouldn’t miss 
out because of midterms. My brother, Casey, for picking up the loose ends in my life and taking care 
of everything so I could focus on school. Thank you family, I’m lucky to be a Dobson.

Aunt Sherie & Uncle Chad, you have influenced me in more ways than you know. My extended family: 
Shannon, Nicole, Marla, EXT, Bob & Mindy and Mike & Mary…I love you all so much!

DJ, brilliant, funny, resourceful and kind…you are the ultimate superhero. Justin and Jamie, the best 
co-counsel, Rummikub challengers and laugh instigators I could ask for. Lee, I will always be thankful 
to SBA for launching our friendship; I can’t imagine life without our daily checkins. To my spirit 
doppelganger, Meghan, your work ethic and commitment is astonishing; I’m so impressed by you.  
And Matt, whose positivity was infectious and saved us on many loooong nights.

Congratulations to all of my classmates! My favorite part of the Lincoln experience has been the 
community. To all who have supported and lifted me up, thank you! I won’t miss the process but  
I will miss the moments.  

Doniell Cummings
I am so grateful to all the people in my life who encouraged and supported me in taking on 
this thing called law school. I am lucky to be surrounded by so much love and positive energy. 
To family and friends, thank you for understanding and keeping me positive. To my boss and 
coworkers, thank you for ensuring there was always coffee, food and candy. Thank you all for 
tolerating my ups and downs reassuring me I would make it. To my classmates, thank you for 
sharing and always looking out for each other. I believe as always that each and every one of us 
has the ability to pass. Make it happen. Lee, I am eternally grateful to have met you. I appreciate 
your determination in showing me I can do it. Thank you for your perseverance, support, and love. 
I have many friends but only one study partner. 

To my husband, Matt, this was one of the most challenging adventures we have ever undertaken. 
You were my inspiration and strength to keep going even when I thought I could not. If not for you, 
I would not have even tired; I will be forever grateful for this opportunity. Thank you for all always 
believing in me. 

To all of you, “At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person. 
Each of us has cause to think with deep gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us. 
– Albert Schweitzer”

Brett Downum
I would not be here if it were not for the support of my amazing family and friends.

Mom, thank you for going back to school and showing me the opportunities that will come from 
furthering my education. Seeing you return to school and work hard to change your life and ours 
was a big reason that I decided to go to law school. I am forever grateful for that.

Dad, thank you for teaching me to “plan your work, and work your plan.” You were right, these four 
years were going to go by regardless, might as well put in the work and get a law degree.

Ashlyn, you’re the best sister I could ever ask for. You’ve helped me through a lot over these past 
four years and I could never thank you enough.

Most of all, thank you to all three of you for being the best support system that I could have asked 
for over these past four years. They haven’t always been the easiest, but without you they would 
have been impossible. I appreciate all of you more than you could ever know.

Renee Fong
To Kian: I started law school when you were just 1½ years old, with one thing on my mind, you.  
I wanted to get to a point in life where I had the ability to provide you with a secure future. I wanted 
to show you the importance of education and hard work. In the beginning I was fearful I would miss 
out on a lot, but I realized early on that nothing would ever sever our bond. Thank you for being you 
and for giving me the drive to complete this milestone. Mamma’s finally done with school, we’re just  
a few months away from our vacation. It’s you and me against the world, I love you Keeks. 

To My Friends and Family: Whether it was helping me with Kian, being understanding of my busy 
schedule or just being there to listen to me complain, thank you. A special thank you to those who 
helped me with Kian when I needed to study, without you I simply would not have made it. 

To My Dad, Uncle Wayne, Grandpa Nakamura, Grandma Nakamura, Grandma Fong, Grandpa 
Fong, Uncle Todd and Auntie Debbie: I am forever grateful for not only the moral support you have 
provided to me, but for the financial and/or housing support that has helped me along the way. 

To Crystal, Diane and Dillon: We did it! I am so grateful to have such amazing friends in my life.  
Law school may have brought us together, but our friendship goes beyond this. Thank you. 

Dillon Fleming 
UC Davis Moot Court Competition, Spring 2018, Co-Editor of the Voir Dire, Fall 2017  
to Spring 2019.                                                                                                                      

“If you aren’t in over your head, how do you know how tall you are?” – T.S. Eliot

The last four years have simultaneously been the longest and the shortest of my life. Thank you to 
my family and friends who stuck by me and lifted me up when I was frustrated, exhausted and 
down for the count. 

To my “Queens”, Diane, Crystal and Renee: you’ve inspired me and helped me more than you 
will ever know. I’m extremely grateful our paths have crossed and I look forward to celebrating 
our successes now, and all the successes in the future. 

Dad, thank you for always being my biggest fan and reminding me to “keep my head down”. 
Whether it was the 100m butterfly, endeavors at Chico State, or following my dreams of 
becoming a lawyer, your support and encouragement always helped get me through. 

Mom, I’ve thought about you nearly every day of this journey. While I wish nothing more than to 
have you physically here, I know that in many ways you are still here with me. The lessons you’ve 
instilled in me as a child and a teenager continue to shape the woman I’ve become and I know 
you’d be so proud. “This is one of those moments that’s got your name written all over it and you 
know that if I had just one wish it’d be that you didn’t have to miss this, you should be here” I 
dedicate this accomplishment to you and your memory. 

David Crandall
Dear Class of 2019,

My time at Lincoln Law School has been very fulfilling and I am highly appreciative of  
all my classmates from our graduating class of 2019. It honestly would not have been the 
same without all of you guys (especially those that like to ask the professors lots of extra 
questions). I would also like to give a heartfelt thank you to all of our teachers over the  
past four years and especially Lincoln’s administrative staff (a.k.a. the best in the business).  
I know it’s a stressful time for all of us that will be taking the Bar exam in July but I would like 
to wish nothing but the best for all of my classmates in their future endeavors and that we 
may all pass the Bar exam. 



Diane Gee
Dare to dream …. and she did. As a young child I dreamed of one day being an attorney. 
Like many, there were multiple challenges, obstacles and road blocks along the way from a 
very young age. I have spent the majority of my life caring for others and putting others needs 
before my own. For this, I have no regrets. However, several years ago I decided it is never to 
late to pursue your dreams and time is going to come regardless. 

Thank you to my husband David for your support and never trying to talk me out of this 
journey. Thank you to our children, Christopher, Kayla, Cody and Tommy, settling for a 
part-time Mom the past 4 plus years. I know you know how much I love and support each 
of you even though I have been preoccupied and absent at times the majority of the past 
4 plus years. You know how I hate to miss anything! Thank you to numerous others who 
have supported and encouraged me throughout this process. I love you all! I have met some 
amazing people along the way, and believe it or not I will miss seeing each of you every 
week. I am thankful to have spent this time with all of you. Four plus years later, here I am.  
Still standing and preparing to graduate law school!

“If you are resolutely determined to make a lawyer of yourself, the thing is more than half done 
already.” – Abraham Lincoln

Never give up on your dreams!
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Dora Gamero Centeno
Gracias a mi padres y hermanos por todo su amor y apoyo. Mama, gracias por todo 
su amor y cariño. Papa, gracias por todo, por su apoyo incondicional, sus consejos y 
palabras de aliento. 

I want to give a very special thanks to my husband, David, you have been there for me 
every step of the way. I could not have made it through law school without your love, 
encouragement, and sense of humor. This accomplishment is just as much yours as it is 
mine. Lastly, to my Katalina, you are the best. You are my strength and motivation. Having 
you in my life has made this accomplishment a million times better. 

Rafael Garcia Jr
I want to start by thanking Carmelita Ramirez for staying by my side as I have traveled 
through this journey. These past four years have been exciting, stressful and rewarding. 
Being here at Lincoln has taught me to juggle life, work, and school at the same time. 
This educational experience has truly been an accomplishment that early in life I could not 
fathom. I have met many great people in these past four years that I am sure I will continue 
to work with in the future. I consider the end of my journey at Lincoln as the beginning of 
another. I came to Lincoln so I can give a voice to those that need it. 

With that said, I will use the knowledge in the law that I learned here as a tool to help 
them. As I look back I will forever remember my first day, having that overwhelming feeling 
to my last few weeks wondering what happened to the last 4 years. This is partly due to 
the Friday night dinners at the Gutierrez household and slow roast Sunday dinners at the 
Moll household. I want to thank everyone else in my life starting with my father Rafael O. 
Garcia, sisters Adriana, Gloria and Margarita Garcia, Fernando Carrasco, Victor Rubio, 
my cousin Daniel Canela and finally my mother may she rest in peace Gloria G. Garcia. 
I know there are many more people in my life that have helped me get to where I am 
and I am truly thankful to all of you. However, I need to save some space in my brain to 
memorize rules for the Bar and for that I apologize and I am sure you will understand.

Daniel Garza
I’d like to thank Dean Schiavenza for giving me the opportunity to come to Lincoln and for taking 
the initiative to check up and provide guidance. Also, thanks to Judge Fiorini and Prof. Wright – I 
am forever grateful.

To Mark Merin for giving me the opportunity to work and study Civil Rights Law under your 
guidance. Your drive, passion, ethics, and energy for this work will be a model for my legal 
career. To Paul Masuhara, you’ve been an amazing mentor. Thank you for always taking the time 
to sit down with me when I have questions. You are the Übermensch of civil rights litigation and 
the reason I’ll be able to hit the ground running once I pass the bar. And of course, to Gonzo 
Dog, my bestest little buddy. Thanks for helping me through countless hours of study. You’re my 
favorite animal. 

“I am, somehow, less interested in the weight and convolutions of Einstein’s brain than in the near 
certainty that people of equal talent have lived and died in cotton fields and sweatshops.” 
– Stephen Jay Gould

Elijah Grinevich
A special thank you to my wife Lily. Your patience, support, and encouragement have kept me going.

A thank you to my son Isaiah and my daughter Sarah for the inspiration and joy.

And finally, soli Deo gloria!

I will run the course of Your commandments, For You shall enlarge my heart. Give me understanding, and 
I shall keep Your law; Indeed, I shall observe it with my whole heart. (Ps.119:32, 34)

Juan Hernandez
Thanks Mom.

Thanks Dad.

Thanks Brother. 

Love you guys. Thank you for all the help. I couldn’t have done it without you guys  
(Emoji kissing face). 

Stacia Frasier
It’s never too late to change the course of your life. 

To Mickayla and Mackinzie (my M&Ms): Thank you for all your loving support and 
encouragement. You were always there, before and after every exam cheering me on or 
drying my tears. Always understanding when I missed your high school miles stones and 
cooking our family dinners several nights a week. After four long years of endless nights spent 
studying together and late night chats after school, we have made it.  We have graduated! 

To Dylan: When you enlisted in the US Army, you inspired me. From the time you were a little 
boy, you wanted to be a soldier. You never waivered from that goal and enlisted at age 17. 
The career you have chosen is not an easy one and places challenges in front of you at every 
turn. Yet you take each challenge with stride. You helped me understand the true meaning of 
never give up, even when it gets tough. 

To my love and my personal advocate, Tim: You always believed in me, even when I didn’t 
believe in myself. Often gently reminding me to slow down, take one day at a time, and never 
forget to take care of “me” – emotionally, physically, and spiritually. Without you, I would have 
burned out long before graduation. I cannot wait to see what our future holds together now. 

To my Dad, my role model and hero: You taught me that with hard word and dedication I 
could achieve anything. Knowing you would always be there to love and encourage me, even 
if I failed, made a world of difference and often encouraged me to keep going just to have an 
opportunity to make you proud. I am so grateful to be your daughter.
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Crystal Huynh-Kim
To imagine that the last four years of law school went by quick is absolutely not true. It has 
been by far the longest four years ever. I raised a Pug from puppyhood to doghood. I went 
through two jobs. Lost touch with a lot of friends (but made some friends). Nonetheless, the 
experience was worthwhile. Besides learning how to IRAC or what’s in a contract, one of the 
most prominent things I’ve learned that law school did not teach me was balancing mental 
health. There is a saying by a Buddha that says “When the student is ready, the teacher will 
appear.” Listen to your body and mind and know when you need help, someone will be there. 
I’m thankful for the late night podcasts and Netflix for accompanying me during my times of 
mental breaks and procrastination. 

I’d also like to thank a few of the folks that helped me get thus far in my career. First is my 
mom, thank you for encouraging me to go to law school and providing a roof above my 
head, my mode of transportation, payments for my tuition when I am behind on my bills and 
the overall support. Thank you, dad for providing food on the table for me and making sure 
that I never go to bed hungry. To my siblings, Phi Hung and Nhi, I feel like I haven’t been 
there for you both emotionally and mentally and I don’t really know how to, but understand 
that I will always be the older sister when you need me. And thank you Charley, who has 
been my other half for the last six years and letting me win in our debates. To the rest of the 
Class of 2019, congrats we made it through and most importantly, keep in touch!

Glenn Jue

Meghan Kenley
Legal Research Jeopardy Champion.

Special thank you to my ML family, Jamie, Kristine, DJ and Justin. Law school was 
definitely more fun once I became friends with you guys. To Nitika, thank you for your 
impeccable use of gifs. They truly brought me joy when things got stressful. Thanks to 
Stacia for being the best partner in all things project related. And to Juan and James 
thanks for being my weekend buddies. Saturday nights will be weird without you. 

“Mind what you have learned. Save it if you can.” – Yoda 

Oksana Kozachenko
“Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished by people who have kept on trying 
when there seemed to be no hope at all.”– Dale Carnegie

This law school experience was full of ever-changing emotions and hard work. There have been days 
when juggling life and school were too much to handle, not only for me but for my family ... but those 
days are in the past and bright future and big paychecks are ahead! Ha!

I am forever grateful to my kids: Dimitri, Victoria and Alexandra for giving me motivation to keep pressing 
forward. I hope that, in turn, I can inspire you to pursue your dreams in life. 

Another big thank you to my best SIL Linny and my brother Mike!!! I couldn’t have made it to my classes 
without your help, literally! Sending you my love! Another thank you to my Mom for supporting me on my 
decision to go to school and always extending help, whenever I needed it the most! I love you! Huge 
thank you to my partner in crime and study partner Lidiya! Love you girlie! Thank you for all your support 
on those late study sessions. Good memories!

Yulechka you were always there for me, when I need to vent you always listened; when I needed to 
practice my study material, you always participated and asked follow up questions to help me memorize; 
when I was taking the state exam you came and supported me, you cooked my favorite food, secretly 
brought it on our trip and completely surprised me with it. Thank you for all your love, care and support! 

Thank you to all the wonderful professors and staff at school! Your help was valuable and will be 
remembered through the years! And separate thank you to dean Schiavenza for taking part in my life 
throughout these years. It was a pleasure to have your input and recommendations. Thank you! 

Stan Kulbidyuk
Those four years sure flew by quickly! Being a student at Lincoln Law School has been an incredible 
journey and I am honored to be a part of the graduating class of 2019. The experience has been 
gratifying, thrilling, and terrifying all at the same time. I appreciate Lincoln for its open-door policy, 
personal interactions with instructors and staff which provided an environment fostering success. Over 
the last four years, I made some lifetime friends who have lived in the trenches with me as we fought 
and endured insomnia while preparing for our exams. I await eagerly to see them succeed as they 
advance in their legal careers.

To my family and friends, I would like to thank you for your unceasing support. To my girlfriend 
Marsha, thank you for being my inspiration. You always found a way to make me feel stronger and 
do better. To my mom, thank you for being my number one supporter, for your endless love, and for 
pushing me to be the best that I could be. I couldn’t have done it without you. To my father, thank you 
for giving me strength to succeed and showing me that anything is possible. To my sister Victoria, thank 
you for believing in me and not letting me forget our sweet childhood memories even during the most 
difficult days of law school.

Thank you Lincoln Law School.

Jan LaTona
Dreams with hard work and dedication becomes a reality.

To my husband and sister. I could not have done it without your love, support and motivation. You are 
my rock. You were there for me before and after every exam. You listened to my worries and cheered 
when I got my exam results.  Thank you for bringing me coffee and food during my long days and  
late nights studying. 

To my loving husband. Thank you for believing in me. You were there for me in every way and every 
step of the way. Your encouragements and support pushed me to study harder and do better. I could 
not have done it without you.

To Mom and Dad, you are my best friends, my confidant and my role model. Thank you for believing 
in me and your love and support. I am who I am because of your love and support and devotion.  
This is for you Mom and Dad. 

To Bella, I could not have done it without your love and support. Thank you for all your help for the 
past four years. Thank you for warming up my food when it got cold because I was too busy studying. 
Fighting for your life and betting the odds inspired me to push myself harder. You are my hero.

Philip Horner
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Jamie Mauhay
Dean’s List 2015-2016; 2018-2019. Faculty Achievement Award: Criminal Law, Professional 
Responsibility, Wills. Robert & Joan Z Scholarship; Lincoln Law School Scholarship; Asian Bar 
Association of Sacramento Law Foundation Scholarship. 

To my “study group” (in quotes because you’re so much more than that)- Kristine, DJ, Meghan- and 
to all my friends that I have made at Lincoln: thank you for making 3140 J Street feel like home. 
Dean Schiavenza, thank you for all the pep talks, laughs and chats in your office, and for always 
believing in me. Thank you to all of our professors for sharing your passion and dedication with 
us, and for the staff at Lincoln for taking care of us. 

To Justin- not only do I get to say I received my law degree from Lincoln, I also get to say that 
I found my best friend there. Thank you for being my study partner the last four years, and for 
making me laugh every day. This journey has been so much more fun because of you. 

Thank you to my brothers, Jay and James, for always being there for me. Thank you to my Father, 
my namesake, Jaime, for teaching me how to work hard, laugh often, and above all, be kind. To 
my grandmothers, Mama Luming and Lola Julia, for teaching me how be a strong woman, and to 
my grandfather, Papa Pando, who passed the Bar Exam in the Philippines on his 40th birthday- 
thank you for being my inspiration. And lastly, to my Mother, Barbara. My hero, my role model, 
and my biggest cheerleader. Thank you for all your love and support. 

Class of 2019, congratulations. We did it!

“You can be anything you want to be, darling, just turn yourself into anything you think that you 
could ever be.” – Freddy Mercury 

Lee Moore
SBA President 2017-2018, WJS Member 2015-2019.

First and foremost, I have to thank my patient and supportive husband James who pushed 
me to fulfill my dream of becoming an attorney. When I came up with a million excuses 
why I couldn’t do it, he easily refuted each and every one promising to support me in 
every way. You have done everything possible to make law school as smooth a journey 
as possible for me and it always helped knowing that me becoming a lawyer was OUR 
goal, not just my goal. 

Thanks to my mom and dad who are the most generous and wonderful parents I could 
ask for, and who constantly reminded me this would all be worth it when I called crying 
after just about every exam! To my brother, sister and brother in law who were always 
so helpful and uplifting, from treating me to spa days, to sending me their best Pandora 
stations to study to, to weekly calls checking in see how I’m doing. 

To Doniell, I couldn’t have and wouldn’t have wanted to do this without you by my side; 
you’re the best study buddy and friend and I’m so glad Lincoln brought us together. To 
Kristine and DJ, you’re amazing people and I’m so lucky to have gotten to know you both. 
I didn’t expect to make good friends while in law school, but doing so has been such a 
wonderful bonus : ) 

Nitika Nitashni
Thank you to my family and friends for your unconditional love and support throughout the past 
four years. You all have been absolutely THE BEST support system and I couldn’t have done 
this without you.

To the class of 2019, thank you for the many wonderful memories and friendships. I wish you 
much success and happiness in your future endeavors. Congratulations!!!

Amy Orr
I want to thank my parents, Steve and Lori Orr, as well as my brother and sister-in-law, 
Justin and Emily Orr, for their unconditional love and support during these challenging 
years. I couldn’t have made it through this experience without my family. 

Justin Powers
To my classmates: It has been an often bumpy, occasionally monotonous, and incessantly 
tedious ride. But here we are. For four years, we have treaded the waters of law school, 
and I truly believe it was through your support that we have kept one another afloat.  
For that, I thank you. 

To Pa-pa: thanks for giving me a logical brain; for supporting me and loving me, and 
pushing me to do better, and believing in me even when I didn’t believe in myself. I am 
forever grateful to you and what you have done for our family. You are honest, and have 
always worked your ass off. You give attorneys a good name. I’ll try my best to keep your 
name respected. But no promises. 

To Michael and Nicole (and Ella): you are a constant reminder of the importance of family, 
about raising one another up. You accept me and love me as I am. You are empathy 
embodied. You both are people I admire, for your strength as much as your gentleness, 
and if I’m half the parent either one of you are, I know my future children will be fine. 

To Jamie: I love you and I like you. I admire the hard work, kindness, compassion, and 
love that shines through you in all facets of whatever you do in life. You make me a better 
person. You are my person. We did it babe! 

To Mom: I know you’d be proud because, for the first time, I’m actually proud of myself. 
Thank you for loving fiercely, and living unapologetically. You were the strongest woman 
with a heart as big as your personality. I love you so much. 

“Be excellent to each other” – William S. Preston, Esquire. 

Matthew Riley
Law School is easy. It’s like riding a bike and the bike is on fire and the ground is on fire 
and everything’s on fire because you’re in hell. But it’s the hell you chose. And you’re 
stronger for choosing it and for completing the journey. Always remember, you don’t 
control the outcome, only the process. Colin Powell once said, “There are no secrets 
to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning from failure.” Did he 
really say that? I don’t know, I saw it online once so it must be true. Who does research 
anyway? Whether he actually said it or not, it’s true. Don’t fear failure, learn from it. I will 
never forget this band of brothers (and sisters) of ours, if any of you ever need me don’t 
hesitate to reach out. 
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Timothy James Rivera
Law school, it’s been both the hardest journey I’ve embarked upon and the most rewarding. 
Family, friends, and classmates, everyone’s encouragement was beyond meaningful. That 
said, time to lawyer….“if you or a loved one has been diagnosed with Mesothelioma, you 
may be entitled to compensation.” 

Vanessa Rose
To my mother, husband and family, thank you for the unconditional support throughout the last 
4 years. This would not have been possible without you. I love you all.

A mi mama, esposo, y familia, gracias por el apoyo incondicional durante los últimos 4 años.  
Esto no viera sido posible sin ustedes. Los quiero mucho a todos.

Parham Shekarlab
We’ve made it! After four unforgettable years, we’re ready to move on. Thank you to my wife 
and children for their support, thank you Dean Schivenza for the opportunity of being part of 
Lincoln Law School family and all of my classmates. Best wishes and good luck in the future. 

Ronald Simmons
Where there is a will, there is a way. 
If there is a chance in a million that you 
can do something, anything to keep 
what you want from ending, do it. 
Pry the door open or, if need be, 
wedge your foot in that door and 
keep it open.

But never give up on your dreams.....

Pauline Kael

Darlene Tran
These last four years have been an adventure, a crazy adventure filled with challenges, with the highest 
highs and the lowest lows. I am reminded of the lyrics from the song I Hope You Dance.

“I hope you never fear those mountains in the distance 
Never settle for the path of least resistance 
Living might mean taking chances, but they’re worth taking”

Law school was tough, and I am stronger and more resilient for having gone through it. This 
accomplishment is not mine alone, far from it. It would be unspeakable to not thank the endless myriad  
of people who have fought this good fight with me.

First of all, to my long-time boyfriend and partner in crime, Roger Sherman, I thank you. I am grateful for 
your patience and unwavering support through it all! You have had to hear about law school more than 
anyone else, and you are still standing beside me. That is one hell of an unbreakable spirit. I love you for 
that and so much more.

To my family, especially my parents, brothers (Chris, Vi, and Wesley), and sister (Kelly), I thank you for your 
continued support and your belief that I can go back to school and reinvent myself. I am lucky to have 
each and every one of you in my life. I love you all.

To all my friends and mentors who were never short on words of encouragement, I thank you. I cannot 
express how even a simple gesture like a smile has given me lift and hope to propel me to this moment. To 
all my classmates who were in the battlefield with me, I thank you. We can share our war stories now.

“And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance -- I hope you dance!”

Christian Tratta
First, above all else, I give all the glory and honor to God for his unending love and blessings. To my 
amazing, beautiful wife, Maria, I cannot thank you enough. You are just as deserving of this honor as I 
am because, without you, I would not be accomplishing this feat. You have always kept me grounded and 
believed in me even when I did not. I love you! To my children, Essien and Esmee, you are my everything, 
teaching me so much about resilience. Essien, you are my inspiration. You have already overcome so much in 
your short life and your silliness and laughter often turn my sadness into joy. Esmee, my princess, my unicorn, 
your kindness is infectious. Your positivity has enabled me to keep reaching. I wish I could freeze time and 
keep you as my little baby forever. To my mother, who has always protected me from myself, your prayers and 
support are immeasurable. You have taken life’s best punches and have bounced back every time. 

To my late father, cancer may have taken your life, but your spirit is alive and well within me. It has taken me 
awhile, but I made good on my promise! You always knew I could do it. To my siblings and extended family, 
thank you for putting up with me and for always being so supportive and uplifting. To Dean Schiavenza, 
thank you for giving me the opportunity and thank you for being “grumpy Uncle Ned”, your dedication to our 
success goes beyond textbooks and caselaw. You have taught me, and so many others, the etiquette of being 
a professional. Your open-door policy has made all of us feel at ease, even during the most stressful situations. 
To the world class professors and staff at Lincoln, every one of you is worthy of the highest honor. 

To my Lincoln colleagues, I have enjoyed being in the trenches with you these past four years. It has been  
an honor and an absolute privilege to have been part of such an amazing class. 

Phillip Ung
Finishing law school is impossible without a strong support system. Mine is invaluable. The tireless love  
and support from my wife Alexandra, who has survived as a single parent for three nights a week for four 
years. To my little monsters, Odin (six years old) and Titan (four years old) for their strength, patience, and 
perseverance as they have only known their father as someone who goes to school at night or is sleepy  
in the morning because of late night studying. You guys are my best friends. To my parents, Jackie and 
Edward: you’re amazing and I could not have done it without your example of hard work and grit. To 
my in-laws, Lanie and Bob: you have been an emotional safety net for our family. Thank you for all your 
encouragement and for allowing us to retreat to your country abode for random weekend getaways. 

To the Class of 2019: I love you, you are all amazing. Thank you for the study groups, outlines, exam 
answers, emotional support, career guidance, and for laughing at my corny jokes. Everyone mentioned above 
made it possible for me to graduate from Lincoln with honors, perfect attendance, and not a penny of debt! 

Angelo Rios
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Deepika Vijay
To my parents: Thank you for being my greatest support system. You both are amazing people. 
Both of you have done everything that you could do in order to make sure that I would be able to 
give my best efforts throughout my journey in law school. I would not have been able to achieve 
what I have without your support. I am very fortunate to be your child. I love and appreciate you 
both very much. I will forever be grateful to you both for helping me achieve my childhood goal 
of going to law school. 

To my sister: Thank you for being with me through some of the toughest times and for always 
encouraging and pushing me to do better. You are such a wonderful person. I am proud that I 
have you as my sister and my best friend.

To Dean Schiavenza: Thank you for giving me the opportunity of becoming a student at Lincoln. 
From my interview with you, to this day, and going forward in my life I will be always grateful  
for that opportunity.

To all professors and staff members at Lincoln: Thank you to you all for your efforts. I sincerely 
appreciate everything that you all have done in order to help me and the students at Lincoln. 

To all my classmates: I am lucky that I got to interact with, learn from, and spend four years in 
classes with all of you. It has been an awesome experience. Thank you to all of you for this 
experience and the great memories. 

Nicholas Wagner
To my family, thank you for abiding and supporting me in this endeavor. To our professors, 
thank you for your fortitude and grace. To my classmates, congratulations on this most 
worthy of achievements. As we go forth from this crucible and forge, economist Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon said my aspiration to all most succinctly: “When deeds speak, words are nothing.”

Anthony Wallen
“Do it once, do it right, and you will never have to take it again.” 
– Professor Colombo 

Donald Weersing
Thank you to my Mom and Dad and thank you to my Brother Jacob and his fiancé Flo. I truly 
appreciate all you have done for me over the past 4 years. I could not have done anything 
without any of you.

“Pain heals, chicks dig scars, and glory lasts forever”

Keanu Reeves 
The Replacements 

Laura Jane Williamson
“It’s going to be hard but hard is not impossible” – Chuck Palahniuk 

Thank you mom, dad, Anna, and Kyle for everything. I love you guys so much and I am so 
grateful for your constant support and encouragement. 

Thank you Debbie for getting me started on this journey with your unwavering optimism 
and belief in me. I love you and I miss you every day. 

Congratulations class of 2019 – we did it! 

Olga Zagorenko
My graduation is not about me and my achievements... It’s about family that unites in love and 
support, sacrifices and prayers for the person who is on their path of getting the degree of their 
dreams... Today I am grateful for my family, for all the sacrifices they have made and all the 
love and understanding they’ve given me throughout all these years!!! I am grateful for my kids 
for being so understanding and patient with me. For literally, putting my needs above their own 
so often and amazingly still loving me as a mother!!! To my husband for believing in me and 
cheering me up in the moments when I was about to give up... You guys are my heroes and I 
am blessed to have you all in my life!!! Love you all! (wish I could use the emojis to express my 
feelings... you guys know I am the emoji queen ; )
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